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Yesterday, I thought that with GOOGL having topped in intermediate-iii on earnings AH and down 3+% it would be 

the catalyst for more downside. Wrong! Instead the S&P500 made new ATHs today. And there’s nothing bearish 

about new ATHs. The hourly chart in Figure 1A shows the preferred count, while the 1-minute chart in Figure 1B 

shows where price is in the micro count. Instead of the a-b-c we had a 1, 2, i, ii, which of course makes much more 

sense in a Bull market and price has now likely completed or is close to completing micro-4 of minute-v. The alternate 

count of a failed minor-4 at SPX2408 and the major-3 top at SPX2478 is of course now off the table as the S&P500 

made new ATHs. Also, the b-wave scenario has been invalidated a while ago; as price exceeded the MAX 1.382x 

allowed extension for a b-wave (Frost and Prechter p. 139): SPX2472. The ideal target for this wave up is SPX2484; 

excluding any possible and unforeseeable wave-extensions 

Figure 1A. SPX 60-min chart. Minute-v of minor-5 underway.  
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Yesterday’s non-ideal A.I. sell signal on the daily chart of the S&P500 is allmost turning back to a buy. That’s why it 

is non-ideal (not all 3 TIs dropped below 80 at the same time); it doesn’t have as much predictive power as for 

example the two ideal buy-signals (see Figure 1). The MACD and MFI14 also continue to point up. Price is still above 

all SMAs and above most uptrend lines, as well as still in the green EW uptrend channel. Thus, the chart continues 

to tell us to look higher as price is still in a solid uptrend on many levels. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs still up, price still firmly in uptrend and above all important SMAs and price levels. 
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Breath improved today, confirming the higher prices and thus remaines positive: more stocks were advancing then 

declining. Thus the SPX-SI (summation index of the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500) continues to increase and 

remain on a buy. As such, buy/long it is until it says differently. Simple. In addition, the NYAS (Advancing/Declining 

issue on NYA) made a new ATH today. It is unlikely to see a major correction until we see negative divergences. Thus 

these two charts tell us to continue to look higher. 

Figure 3. A) SPX-SI remains on a buy, as breadth remains positive. B) NYAD makes new ATHs 
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In conclusion: My preferred count continues to track the market the best, and as such I see no reason to abandon 

it. In fact, my alternate count was taken off the table today, and we should now see a micro-5 of minute-v to 

ideally SPX2485. This should then conclude all of major-3. However, and although not yet shown here, a 2nd 

alternate count I carry -and which I will only present when necessary- has the market still in minute-iii. Also note 

that this 5th wave can still extend and SPX2508 is still possible though an ideal target of SPX2500.11 (2.764x 1 

extension) appears more likely as that’s where 1=5 given that 4 bottomed at the 1.764x extension. 

 

A break below SPX2472 is the first signal of a topping process with the 2nd confirmation on a break beloiw SPX2465; 

while a break above SPX2482 signals SPX2484-2508 is next. All charts remain 100% bullish and tell us to continue 

to look up.  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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